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Nucleobase Pairing in Expanded
Watson-Crick-like Genetic Information Systems
tarity pairs H-bond donors with H-bond acceptors. The
four natural nucleobases (A, T, G, and C) exploit only
two pairing possibilities inherent in these rules. Within
C. Ronald Geyer,1,2,* Thomas R. Battersby,1,3
and Steven A. Benner
Department of Chemistry
Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology the constraints of the Watson-Crick rules, however, six
canonical pairing schemes exploiting three hydrogenUniversity of Florida
Gainesville Florida 32611 bonds can be conceived using carbon/nitrogen ring sys-
tems that are isosteric to natural purines or pyrimidines
(Figure 1) (Piccirilli et al., 1990).
Even within the six pairing schemes, the number ofSummary
possibilities is enormous. Analogous nucleobase pairs
can be joined by fewer than three H-bonds by omittingTo guide the design of alternative genetic systems,
specific H-bonding functionality. This is the case withwe measured melting temperatures of DNA duplexes
the natural A-T pair. Further, the addition or removal ofcontaining matched and mismatched nucleobase pairs
heteroatoms can change the physical properties of thefrom natural and unnatural structures. The pairs were
heterocycles (e.g., their acid-base properties), substitu-analyzed in terms of structural features, including
ents can be added, and the nature of the nucleobase-nucleobase size, number of hydrogen bonds formed,
sugar linkage can be changed.the presence of uncompensated hydrogen bonding
Given the large structural diversity possible once strictfunctional groups, the nature of the bond joining the
conformity to the natural Watson-Crick nucleobasenucleobase to the sugar, and nucleobase charge. The
structure is abandoned, it is difficult to immediately con-results suggest that stability of nucleobase pairs cor-
struct tight rules, such as those provided by Tinoco,relates with the number of H-bonds, size complemen-
SantaLucia, and Turner for RNA and DNA associationtarity, the presence of uncompensated functional
(Borer et al., 1974; SantaLucia et al., 1996; Xia et al.,groups, and the presence of charge on a nucleobase.
1998). Initially descriptors are needed that highlight es-Each of these properties appear to be more significant
sential features of the basic molecular recognition rulesthan the nature of the glycosidic bond and sequence
for modified base pairs in duplex DNA. The languagecontext. The results provide guidelines for construct-
that is most appropriate to describe these features ising stable Watson-Crick like nucleobase pairs with
not known a priori. Clearly, the terms used to relateunnatural nucleobases. The experiments also demon-
noncanonical nucleobase components to duplex stabil-strate that expanded genetic systems can be con-
ity must be increased beyond those used to describestructed using size complementary nucleobase pairs
standard RNA and DNA. It is not clear, however, whetherthat contain three hydrogen bonds.
composite terms (e.g., “C-glycoside,” “uncompensated
functionality at the minor groove”) will suffice, or whetherIntroduction
the predictive language must capture more detailed con-
cepts (electrostatic charge distribution on the nucleobase,The emerging power of synthetic organic chemistry in
for example, or the placement of single water mole-the 1980s provided the opportunity to attempt the rede-
cules). This language must be developed in the coursesign of genetic systems. Many groups are active in this
of experimental work, where a variety of structures arearea (Benner et al., 1998; Freier et al., 1997; Groebke et
prepared, trends are observed, exceptions are rational-al., 1998; Hirao et al., 2002; Morales et al., 1998; Tae et
ized by hypothesis, and the hypotheses are tested.al., 2001), and the effort has served to show that we
Last, the precision of the analysis needed to constructunderstand far less about the rule-specific molecular
molecular recognition rules is not known a priori. Inrecognition in DNA than we had thought. For example,
general, all molecular recognition systems other thanmodifications of the backbone that were conceived to
nucleic acids are sensitive to context changes in thebe subtle have proven to change dramatically nucleo-
surrounding structure. The stability of nucleic acid du-base pairing.
plexes, however, is remarkably context independent.Opportunities for redesign are substantial even when
Nevertheless, context is important at the second levelthe standard backbone is left unchanged. According
of analysis. Any rules that seek to be applied to nonca-to the Watson-Crick structural model for duplex DNA
nonical information systems must capture the essential(Watson et al., 1953a, 1953b), nucleobase pairing fol-
impact of the structural feature, rather than interpret thelows two rules of complementarity: size and hydrogen
contextual “noise.”bonding (H-bonding). Size complementarity pairs larger
Unnatural genetic alphabets are now appearing inpurines with smaller pyrimidines. H-bond complemen-
FDA-approved diagnostics products (Collins et al., 1997),
and tools under development exploit expanded genetic
*Correspondence: ron.geyer@usask.ca alphabets for both research and diagnostics purposes.
1These authors contributed equally to this work. With these considerations in mind, we set out to estab-2 Present address: Department of Biochemistry, University of Sas-
lish basic molecular recognition rules for modified basekatchewan, 107 Wiggins Road, Saskatoon, SK, Canada, S7N 5E5.
pairs in duplex DNA. We have synthesized a large num-3 Present address: Bayer Diagnostics, 725 Potter Street, Berkeley,
California 94710. ber of oligonucleotides containing the nucleobases, many
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Figure 1. Expanded Watson-Crick-like “In-Line” Genetic System Containing Twelve Nucleobases Joined by Six Mutually Exclusive H-Bonding
Patterns
Nucleobase pairs are complementary in both size (purine [pu] opposite–pyrimidine [py]) and H-bond donors and acceptors. The upper case
letters following the pu or py designation indicate the hydrogen bonding pattern of acceptor (A) and donor (D) groups moving from the major
to the minor groove. For example, the standard nucleobase cytosine is pyDAA and guanine is puADD. R indicates 2-deoxyribose.
unnatural, shown in Figure 2. The nucleobases fit four of individual nucleobase pairs within a nucleic acid du-
plex. From Turner and coworkers (Kierzek et al., 1999),of the six H-bonding schemes in Figure 1. Theoretically,
these can be used to construct an eight nucleobase Equation 1 relatesGT(pair) to the free energy of formation
for a duplex that contains the nucleobase pair of interestgenetic system.
We used melting temperatures (Tms) from thermal DNA (GT(duplex)):
duplex denaturation experiments as a convenient way
GT(pair)  GT(duplex)  GT(duplex w/o pair)  GT(NN) (1)to estimate the relative stabilities of nucleobase pairs.
We then placed the pairs within conformational classes
GT(duplex w/o pair) is the free energy of duplex formationand used these to analyze Tms for trends and construct
for a duplex without the nucleobase pair of interest.hypotheses. By comparing Tms of different nucleobase
GT(NN) is the free energy for the nearest neighbor inter-pairs, we identified characteristics that are important
action in the duplex that is lost when the nucleobasefor nucleobase pair stability and propose a set of terms
pair of interest is inserted into the duplex (Kierzek et al.,that have predictive value for the design of noncanonical
1999). GT(duplex w/o pair) and GT(NN) remain constant forgenetic systems. The basic molecular recognition rules
duplexes that are identical except for the nucleobasedescribed here provide the groundwork for later deter-
pair at a single variable position. Therefore, the differ-mination of more detailed molecular recognition models
ences in the free energies of nucleobase pair formationsimilar to those that exist for DNA and RNA.
can be related to the free energies of DNA duplex forma-
tion using Equations 2a–2c:Results
GT(pairA)  GT(duplexA)  GT(duplex w/o pair)  GT(NN) (2a)Measuring the Relative Stability
of Nucleobase Pairs
GT(pairB)  GT(duplexB)  GT(duplex w/o pair)  GT(NN) (2b)The free energy of nucleobase pair formation (GT(pair))
at a given temperature (T) is used to compare stabilities GT(pairs A,B)  GT(duplexes A,B) (2c)
Nucleobase Pairing in Expanded Genetic Systems
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Figure 2. Synthesized Oligonucleotides Containing the Nucleobases
(A) The sequence of the DNA duplex used in the thermal denaturation experiments. N1-N2 represents the position of the variable nucleobase
pair.
(B) The nucleobases used in the thermal denaturation experiments. All nucleobases are analogous to the Watson-Crick pairs, with modified
carbon/nitrogen ring systems or rearranged or deleted functional groups. The nucleobases within each column have H-bonding functionality
consistent with the recognition pattern of one or more of the components in the expanded genetic system in Figure 1. A single letter
abbreviation, type of heterocycle, and H-bonding pattern are listed below each nucleobase.
To make feasible the examination of the many nucleo- supports the expedient, widely used in the field, of using
Tm values to rank the relative stabilities of nucleobasebase pairs (matches and mismatches) possible using
the nucleobases in Figure 2 (see partial list of these in pairs, especially when large numbers of data are avail-
able, and when general trends are desired.Table 1), we first observed in previous studies that Tm
correlates with GT(duplex) when oligonucleotide and salt We used the DNA duplex (Figure 2) and thermal dena-
turation conditions reported by Horn and coworkersconcentrations are held constant and when the duplex
sequence, except for a single variable position, remains (Horn et al., 1995). Using this duplex allowed us to com-
pare our results to Horn’s experiments using iG andunchanged (Kierzek et al., 1999; Peyret et al., 1999). This
Structure
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Table 1. Melting Temperatures (C) for Nucleobase Pairs
Purine-Pyrimidine Pairs
In-Line Destabilized In-Line Wobble Reverse Wobble
iG-iC 63.3 A-iC* 50.5 iG-C 52.6 iG-T 52.3
iC-iG 61.5 iC-A* 48.8 D-iC 52.1 T-iG 51.7
G-C 59.5 H-K 47.5 A-iC 51.5 D-K 50.7
C-G 58.5 X-K 47.5 G-T 50.8 G-iC 49.8
D-T 58.4 X-C* 45.9 D-K 50.7 A-C* 48.7
T-D 56.9 G-K 45.6 X-T* 50.4 C-P 48.4
dX-K* 56.9 iC-X* 45.6 T-X* 50.2 P-C 48.3
D- 56.7 iG-K 45.4 C-iG 49.8 iC-G 47.8
X-K* 54.7 C-X* 44.5 iC-D 49.7 C-D 47.0
dX-K 52.8 X-iC* 43.1 H-T 49.7 P-K 46.8
A-T 55.9 X-C 41.8 A-K 49.5 D-C 46.2
dA-T 54.9 iC-X 39.9 iC-A 49.3 B-K 46.5
P-T 54.7 C-X 39.6 X-T 48.3 C-A* 44.8
H-C 54.6 X-iC 38.2 T-X 47.9 B-C 42.3
A- 54.4 T-G 47.9 A-C 42.3
T-A 52.9 B-K 46.5 C-A 41.8
C-H 52.8 P-iC* 45.7
T-P 52.1 B-iC 44.0
T-dA 51.6 P-iC 44.0
B-T 51.3
T-B 48.6
Pyrimidine-Pyrimidine Pairs
In-line Wobble
iC-C* 54.5 C-iC 47.3
T-K 50.3 iC-C 47.0
C-iC* 50.1 T-T 46.4
T-C 45.1 iC-K 46.0
C-T 44.2 C-C* 45.6
iC-T 40.6 iC-iC* 45.2
T-iC 39.1 C-K 45.0
iC-iC 40.8
C-C 39.8
Purine-Purine Pairs
Anti-Anti Anti-Syn Anti-Anti or Anti-Syn Unclassified
H-A 51.2 A-H 53.2 X-D* 50.5 iG-iG 45.8
dA-H 50.1 iG-G 52.7 D-dX 49.8 dX-G 44.7
H-dA 50.0 dA-G* 52.7 dX-D 49.6 B-D 44.3
dX-A 48.5 G-iG 52.2 X-D 48.1 dX-dX 44.2
dA-dX 48.3 iG-H 51.7 iG-P 48.1 A-A 44.0
dX-dA 48.2 A-dX 51.2 H-P 46.5 X-X* 43.7
dA-G 47.3 H-iG 50.8 P-iG 46.1 A-iG 43.5
G-A 46.9 G-dA* 50.6 A-X 46.0 iG-A 43.4
A-G 46.7 A-X* 50.5 B-H 45.3 B-P 43.2
G-dA 46.4 X-A* 50.4 B-G 44.7 B-dX 43.2
P-dX 45.9 D-H 49.5 dX-B* 44.4 B-B 43.1
X-dA 45.6 A-G* 49.5 B-iG 42.7 X-X 39.8
X-A 45.3 X-dA* 49.2 dX-B 42.5
dX-P 45.1 iG-X 48.8
X-P 42.2 H-D 48.5
P-X 40.9 iG-dX 48.1
G-A* 48.1
dX-iG 47.9
X-iG 47.5
G-G 47.4
G-dX 47.4
X-G 46.3
H-G 46.3
D-D 46.1
A-D 45.8
Abbreviations correspond to the nucleobases in Figure 2. The first nucleobase is N1 and the second nucleobase is N2 as shown in the DNA
duplex in Figure 2. The Tm values for the nucleobase pairs mentioned in the text were measured at pH 7.9 except for those pairs marked with
an asterisk, which were measured at pH 5.4.
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Figure 3. Conformational Classes in Accor-
dance with H-Bonding Interactions of Purine-
Pyrimidine (pu-py), Pyrimidine-Pyrimidine
(py-py), and Purine-Purine (pu-pu) Nucleo-
base Pairs
In-line nucleobase pairs (A), defined by the
alignment of purine N1 and pyrimidine N3 po-
sitions, were considered for all pairs. Confor-
mations one step out of alignment from in-
line pairs, wobble (B) and reverse wobble (C)
pu-py pairs, and wobble py-py pairs (B) (C),
were also considered. Finally, anti-syn pu-pu
pairs (D) were considered. Additional confor-
mations, including wobble geometries for pu-
pu pairs and syn-anti conformations for pu-
py pairs (Aishima et al., 2002), are possible
but were deemed unlikely in the absence of
intercalating agents or protein interactions.
iC, two components of our expanded genetic system gons of the six-membered rings are aligned, (b) wobble,
where one of the hexagons is displaced toward the(Figure 1). The variable position in the DNA duplex, de-
minor groove, and (c) reverse wobble, where the othernoted N1-N2, is the fourth nucleobase pair from the end
hexagon is displaced toward the minor groove (Figureof the duplex, so placed to eliminate end effects (Peyret
3). Conformational classes (b) and (c) are, of course,et al. 1999). All DNA duplexes used in our experiments
arbitrarily named, but are named for historical reasons.displayed smooth single-melting transitions, consistent
For pu-pu wobbling was not considered, but an addi-with two-state melting behavior. In addition, individual
tional class (d) involving syn purine conformation wasoligonucleotides and DNA duplexes with natural nucleo-
considered (Figure 3, right column).bases at the variable positions are not able to form
For each pair, we then evaluated the number of poten-significant alternative duplex or hairpin structures, min-
tial hydrogen bonding interactions for the appropriateimizing the likelihood of non-two state behavior.
class(es). Standard tautomeric forms were considered,Tms for DNA duplexes containing different nucleobase
with the notable exception of iG, where minor tautomericpairs were calculated at pH 7.9 using the maximum
forms are clearly possible (Sepiol et al., 1976; Robertsderivative of the A260 melting curve (Table 1). In addition,
et al., 1997). We accepted a conformation for furtherthe thermodynamic parametersG50,H, andSwere
consideration only if it joins the nucleobases by morecalculated using a curve fit method (see Supplemental
attractive H-bonding interactions than repulsive H-bond-Data online [http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/
ing interactions. For example, if a conformation for a11/12/1485/DC1]) (Marky et al., 1987). Tm and G50 lead
particular pair of nucleobases contains one attractiveto virtually identical rankings of the relative stabilities of
and one repulsive H-bonding interaction, then we didindividual nucleobase pairs. We also calculated Tms for
not consider this conformation. Then, conformations forDNA duplexes containing different nucleobase pairs at
individual nucleobase pairs were further characterizedpH 5.4 (see Supplemental Data). Paired nucleobases
by the number of H-bonds and the number of uncom-have perturbed pKa values (Knitt et al., 1994) and imino pensated H-bonding functionalities or repulsive interac-
nitrogens on some nucleobases will be protonated at
tions.
pH 5.4 (Boulard et al., 1992, 1997; Brown et al., 1990),
while the pairs comprising the remainder of the duplex Analysis of Nucleobase Pairs
are relatively unaffected. Nucleobase protonation Dividing nucleobase pairs into systematic categories
changes H-bonding functionality and allows nucleobase allowed us to correlate Tm with nucleobase pair confor-
association that is not observed at pH 7.9. mation. We asked whether nucleobase pairs assigned
to the same conformational class have similar Tms. If the
Structural Categories of Nucleobase Pairs DNA duplex Tms cluster according to class, this suggests
To determine characteristics important for forming sta- (but does not prove) that nucleobase pairs in the same
ble nucleobase pairs, we examined the relationship be- cluster have similar conformations.
tween Tm and nucleobase pair structure and conforma-
tion. We divided nucleobase pairs into structural Purine-Pyrimidine Pairs
categories based on the size of the nucleobase hetero- In most cases, the pu-py pairs gave a single conforma-
cycles present in each pair (Figure 3): purine-pyrimidine tion with a net positive H-bonding count. Three pairs of
(pu-py) (top row, Figure 3), pyrimidine-pyrimidine (py-py) pu-py pairs examined here, D-K, B-K, and X-T gave two
(middle row, Figure 3), and purine-purine (pu-pu) (bot- conformations having net positive H-bonding, however.
tom row, Figure 3). Each of these was considered.
Within each structural category, a systematic confor-
mational analysis was performed for each possible In-Line pu-py Pairs
nucleobase pair (Figure 3, columns). The analysis de- As a general rule, the Tm of in-line pu-py pairs correlates
with the number of H-bonds formed in a nucleobasefined the following classes: (a) in-line, where the hexa-
Structure
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Figure 4. Comparison of Tms (C) of Nucleobase Pairs from Different Structural Categories
(A) In-line and wobble purine-pyrimidine (pu-py) pairs. The nucleobase pairs are grouped according to the number of H-bonds: three (red),
two (blue), or one (green). Nucleobase pairs with destabilizing interactions (negative charge, electronic repulsion, or uncompensated amine)
are grouped together (yellow). Wobble and reverse wobble pu-py pairs are colored according to the number of H-bonds: two (blue), or one
(green).
(B) Pyrimidine-pyrimidine (py-py) pairs. py-py pairs are grouped according to conformation (in-line, wobble, or neither) and colored according
to the number of H-bonds: three (red), two (blue), or one (green). py-py pairs with a destabilizing interaction are grouped together (yellow).
(C) Purine-purine (pu-pu) pairs. pu-pu pairs are grouped according to conformation (in-line or anti-syn) and colored according to the number
of H-bonds: two (blue). pu-pu pairs with destabilizing negative charge are colored yellow.
pair (Figure 4). The subset of nucleobase pairs that con- environment (in particular, the polyanionic backbone)
could cause the predominant form to be protonated.tain only H-bonds or uncompensated carbonyls, such
as in A-T, segregate into three Tm ranges. Those formally The second feature is represented by the H-K pair
(47.5C). This pair can be compared with the H-C pair,joined by three H-bonds correspond to a Tm range from
56.7C to 63.3C. Those joined by two H-bonds corre- which has a Tm  54.6C. The H-K and H-C pairs are
particularly noteworthy because they are closely analo-spond to a Tm range from 52.1C to 55.9C. Those joined
by one H-bond correspond to a Tm range from 48.6C gous in structure, and the Tm for the H-C pair fits the
trend with a large number of other pairs.to 51.3C.
Apparent exceptions to this rule are immediately obvi- The third group is represented by G-K (45.6C), and
iG-K (45.4C), each with a repulsive amine-amine inter-ous, however (in yellow, Figure 4), and we asked whether
these shared one or more structural features that might action. These are compared with in-line structures
joined by two hydrogen bonds that lack this repulsivecause them to violate the trend. Three immediately ap-
peared: (i) the presence of a negative charge on the interaction, each of which has a Tm in the range of 52.1C
to 55.9C.nucleobase, (ii) the presence of an uncompensated
amino group on the nucleobase, and (iii) the presence Some structural features of the nucleobase did not
evidently have a large impact on the stability of theof a repulsive electronic interaction between the paired
nucleobases. duplex. For example, the C-glycosyl linkage does not
substantially affect the stability of in-line nucleobaseThe first feature is represented by pairs that incorpo-
rate X and dX. The riboside analog of X has a pKa of pairs. The N-glycoside pairs D-T and A-T have slightly
higher Tms than the C-glycoside pairs D- and A-5.7 as a monomer (Christensen et al., 1970). At pH 7.9,
therefore, X is expected to exist as an anion, with the (Tms of 1.7  0.9C and 1.5  1.8C, respectively),
despite the fact that a carbon-carbon bond joiningnegative charge presumably located at O2/N3 (Roy et
al., 1983). The pKa of dX has been measured at 7.2 by the nucleobase to the deoxyribose is expected to per-
turb stereoelectronic distribution within the heterocycleSeela (Seela et al., 1985) and by us (H. Held, personal
communication). Here, the pKa is close to the pH of the (O’Leary et al., 1994). This observation is important for
designing expanded genetic systems, as many of theexperiment; this requires us to consider that the local
Nucleobase Pairing in Expanded Genetic Systems
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H-bonding patterns available to these nucleobases higher than the Tm of a similar in-line nucleobase pair
(H-K) (47.5C), which also has an uncompensated aminemust be implemented on a C-glycosidic pyrimidine ana-
log (Piccirilli et al., 1990). at the minor groove. The lack of a Tm increase at pH 5.4
indicates that the presence of a destabilizing uncom-
pensated amine at the minor groove disfavors the forma-Testing Structural Hypotheses
tion of an in-line A-iC pair.Should the presence of a negative charge indeed be the
The clustering of Tms with predicted conformationsreason why duplexes incorporating X and dX are less
for pu-py pairs implies that there is physical relevancestable than expected based on their H-bond count, then
to the conformational analysis employed here. It is un-those Tms should rise when the pH is lowered and a known, however, if the least stable nucleobase pairsproton is added to remove the negative charge. This
from our analysis can also adopt alternative conforma-was in fact observed. The Tms of X-K and dX-K pairs tions. For example, unstable in-line pairs with repulsiveincrease when the pH is lowered to 5.4 (Tms of 7.2  interactions could potentially adopt other energetically1.4C and 4.1 1.2C, respectively). The greater Tm for unfavorable conformations such as a wobble or reversethe X-K pair is consistent with the lower pKa for X than wobble pair joined by one H-bond.dX. The Tms of X-C, C-X, X-iC, and iC-X pairs also in-
crease at pH 5.4 (Tms of 4.1 1.3C, 4.9 1.1C, 4.9 
1.4C, and 5.7  1.0C, respectively). The increased Tms Pyrimidine-Pyrimidine Pairs
The py-py pairs between standard nucleobases (T-T,here are also explained by suppression of the destabili-
zation caused by the negative charge on X. Additionally, T-C, and C-C) are not very stable in a DNA duplex when
compared to pu-py and pu-pu pairs (Kierzek et al., 1999).protonation of C or iC changes the H-bonding pattern of
X-C and X-iC allowing them to adopt wobble or reverse This is perhaps not surprising, considering the fact that
these pairs have no in-line conformations with morewobble conformations, respectively (see below).
than one net H-bond.
The expanded set of pyrimidine analogs in this workWobble and Reverse Wobble pu-py Pairs
enables us to examine py-py pairing between pyrimi-A major consideration in designing artificial genetic sys-
dines that can form three hydrogen bonds in an in-linetems concerns the potential for mismatches. These can
conformation. All py-py pairs in our experiments, withoccur via a variety of mechanisms. Prominent among
the exception of iC-C, can adopt a single conformationthese are “wobble” mismatches. These involve a relative
with net positive H-bonding. These display a broaddisplacement of the nucleobases from the in-line geom-
range of Tms that segregate according to the preferredetry of the standard Watson-Crick pair (Figure 3). By
conformation and the number of H-bonds (Figure 4). Theconvention, “wobble” and “reverse wobble” involve the
T-K in-line pair joined by three H-bonds has the highestdisplacement of the purine toward the minor and major
Tm at pH 7.9 (50.3C). In-line pairs with two H-bonds andgroove respectively.
a repulsive H-bonding acceptor-acceptor interactionIn the set of pairs examined here, the Tm ranges for have lower Tms (Tm range: 39.1C–45.1C). Wobble py-pywobble and reverse-wobble pairs having the same
pairs with two H-bonds also have lower Tms (Tm range:H-bond count are very similar (Figure 4). Wobble pairs
45.0C–47.3C). The remaining two py-py pairs, C-Cjoined by two H-bonds have a higher Tm range (47.9C (39.8C) and iC-iC (40.8C) cannot form in-line or wobbleto 52.6C) than wobble pairs joined by one H-bond
pairs, and are among the least stable nucleobase pairs(44.0C to 46.5C). Likewise, reverse wobble pairs with
examined.two H-bonds have a higher Tm range (46.5C to 52.3C) In-line py-py pairs with two H-bonds and a repulsivethan reverse wobble pairs with one H-bond (41.8C to
interaction display an interesting positional effect with46.5C).
respect to the repulsive interaction. The C-T (44.2C)The pH was lowered from 7.9 to 5.4 to examine the
and T-C (45.1C) in-line pairs have a repulsive acceptor-relative stability of nucleobase pairs whose H-bonding
acceptor interaction at O2 and higher Tms than the iC-Tpattern changes upon protonation. The Tms of the A-C (40.6C) and T-iC (39.1C) pairs, which have a similarand C-A pairs significantly increase at pH 5.4 (Tms of repulsive interaction at O4. The difference in destabiliza-6.4  1.3C and 3.0  1.3C, respectively), correspond-
tion between repulsive interactions at the 2-position oring to a protonation that increased the hydrogen bond
the 4-position may be explained by the geometry of thecount of these “one H-bond reverse wobble” pairs from
in-line py-py pair. Strain in the backbone due to the shortone to two, as N1 of A is protonated. Protonating A
py-py C1-C1 distance and the electronic repulsion atallows an H-bond to form between N1 of A and O2 of
the O2 sites of C-T can be relieved by rotating the O2C, changing the conformation to a wobble pair joined
sites slightly apart, while largely maintaining favorableby two H-bonds (Boulard et al., 1992).
H-bonding interactions. An analogous rotation to relieveThe Tms of the A-iC and iC-A pairs do not increase the repulsive interaction at the O4 site would require theupon going to pH 5.4 (Tms of 1.0  1.4C and 0.5  C1-C1distance to become even shorter and as a result,1.4C, respectively). At pH 7.9, A-iC forms a two H-bond
electronic repulsion cannot be similarly relieved at thewobble pair. Lowering the pH to 5.4 should protonate
O4 sites of iC-T pairs (Figure 5).A and allow it to form an in-line two H-bond pair with
iC. The A-iC in-line pair, however, has a destabilizing
uncompensated amine at the minor groove. The Tm of Testing Structural Hypotheses
To test the hypothesis that the extreme stability of theA-iC pair at pH 5.4 (50.5C) is lower than other in-line
two H-bond pairs (Tm range: 52.1C–55.9C) and it is T-K pair is due to its three H-bonds, we again turned
Structure
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Figure 5. Destabilizing Interactions in py-py
Pairs
Rotation can simultaneously relieve repulsive
acceptor-acceptor interactions at O2 and
backbone strain by increasing C1-C1 dis-
tance (T-C). Repulsive acceptor-acceptor in-
teractions at O4 (T-iC) are not relieved by
analogous nucleobase rotation.
to thermal DNA duplex denaturation experiments at pH purine is used, and the Hoogsteen recognition face of
the syn purine is used. The C1-C1 distance of an anti-5.4. Either iC or C is expected to be easily protonated
at 5.4, enabling iC-C and C-iC pairs to be joined by syn pair is near that of an in-line pu-py pair (Corfield et
al., 1987). The presence of multiple energetically similarthree H-bonds at pH 5.4. The H-bonding pattern of the
protonated pair is very similar to that observed in the conformations (Keepers et al., 1984) makes it more diffi-
cult to predict the conformation of pu-pu pairs.C-C pair in parallel-stranded DNA, which has a pKa of
6.8 (Leroy et al., 1993). Experimentally, a substantial We analyzed properties important for forming stable
pu-pu pairs. A-H is our most stable pu-pu pair at pHincrease was observed in the corresponding Tms (Tms
of 7.2  1.0C and 2.8  1.6C, respectively), consistent 7.9. Anti-anti and syn-anti conformations are known for
the A-H pair (Leonard et al., 1992; Corfield et al., 1987).with the hypothesis that iC-C pair transitions from a two
H-bond wobble pair at high pH to a three H-bond in- To determine the conformation of A-H in the DNA duplex
used here (Figure 2), A was replaced with 7-deazaade-line pair at low pH. The Tms of iC-iC and C-C pairs also
increase at pH 5.4 (Tms of 4.4  1.8C and 5.8  1.7C, nine (dA). The dA-H pair should form the anti-anti confor-
mation, as dA, in its syn conformation, can only formrespectively). These Tm increases are consistent with a
conformational shift to a two H-bond wobble pair at a single H-bond nucleobase pair conformation with H
(Figure 6). The Tm of the anti-anti dA-H pair is lower thanlow pH.
The clustering of Tm with predicted conformations for the Tm for the A-H pair (Tm of 2.9  1.3C), suggesting
that the A-H pair adopts a syn-anti conformation. Thepy-py pairs suggests a physical relevance to the confor-
mational analysis for these pairs. The extremely high H-A and H-dA pairs have similar Tms (Tm of 1.2 0.9C),
suggesting that both of these pairs are in the anti-antiTms for the three H-bond in-line py-py pairs (including
protonated pairs) provides strong evidence that the sta- conformation.
To confirm the conformation of the A-dX pair, A wasbility of the py-py pairs is enhanced by a third H-bond
interaction. The increase in relative stability for wobble replaced with dA. The A-dX pair has a higher Tm than
the anti-anti dA-dX pair (Tm of 2.7 1.5C), suggestingpy-py pairs over other py-py pairs classified as neither
wobble nor in-line is clear. that the A-dX pair adopts the syn-anti conformation. In
contrast, the dX-A and dX-dA pairs have similar TmsThere is less evidence to indicate conformations of
the least stable py-py pairs. Further, py-py pairs have (Tm of 0.3  1.4C), suggesting that both pairs adopt
the anti-anti conformation. These results suggest anbeen depicted as involving bridging elements at the
minor groove, such as water molecules (Boulard et al., importance of sequence context in determining the con-
formation of pu-pu pairs, as has been reported pre-1997) or metal ions (Brown, 1995), to widen the C1-C1
distance and to allow minimal backbone distortion. Our viously (Webster et al., 1990).
results do not rule out interaction with bridging water
molecules. However, the relatively high Tms associated
with in-line complementary py-py pairs are most straight-
forwardly explained by direct interaction of H-bonding
functionality on opposing pyrimidines.
Purine-Purine Pairs
The analysis of matches between purines is complicated
by the presence of syn conformations that can present
hydrogen bonds to the complementary strand. Pairings
in anti-anti and anti-syn conformations are reported for
the pu-pu pairs A-G (Webster et al., 1990; Prive et al.,
1987; Leonard et al., 1990; Carbonnaux et al., 1991; Kan
Figure 6. Conformation-Induced Stabilization of pu-pu Pairs Con-et al., 1983), A-H (Leonard et al., 1992; Corfield et al.,
taining Potentially Destabilizing Functionalities1987; Seela et al., 1999), G-G (Skelly et al., 1993; Lane et
(A) Destabilization from unpaired amines or negative charge (repre-al., 1995) and H-G (Oda et al., 1991). The conformational
sented by R) in pu-pu pairs at the minor groove can be eliminateddifference between anti-anti and anti-syn pu-pu pairs is
by adopting an anti-syn conformation, which shifts the destabilizingshown in Figure 3. When both purines are anti, the Wat-
functionality into the major groove.
son-Crick recognition face is used, and the C1-C1 dis- (B) An analogous anti-syn conformation with 7-deaza nucleobases
tance is long (Prive et al., 1987). When anti-syn pairing lacking an H-bond acceptor at the 7-position (indicated by asterisk)
is not as favorable as in (A).occurs, the Watson-Crick recognition face of the anti
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The G-A, A-G, and X-A pairs at pH 7.9 have Tms that with two H-bonds at pH 7.9. G-A pairs however, cannot
form two H-bonds in the syn-anti conformation at pHare similar to pairs that have A replaced by its 7-deaza
analog dA (Tms of 0.5  1.5C, 0.6  2.2C, and 0.3  7.9. In the syn-anti conformation, D-H pairs position
their uncompensated amines into the major groove. G-A1.1C, respectively). Without a 7-position nitrogen, dA
cannot participate in its syn conformation in a pair ex- pairs can form a two H-bond anti-syn pair if the pH is
lowered to 5.4 (Carbonnaux et al., 1991; Brown et al.,ploiting more than one hydrogen bond. This result, com-
bined with the observation that no anti-syn pairs con- 1990; Sau et al., 1995).
At pH 5.4, A can become protonated, allowing thetaining more than one H-bond are possible with dA,
suggests that these pairs adopt the anti-anti conforma- formation of two H-bond anti-syn A-G and G-A pairs
that have higher Tms (Tms of 2.8  1.4C and 1.2 tion in our duplex.
Comparing the Tms of the anti-anti pu-pu pairs de- 1.3C, respectively). The anti-syn A-G pair is predicted
to be further stabilized through a water-mediated inter-scribed above suggest factors that might determine
anti-anti pu-pu pair stability. The anti-anti pu-pu pairs action of the 2-amine of G with an adjacent phosphate
(Leonard et al., 1992).with the lowest Tms contain destabilizing functionalities
at the minor groove. At the minor groove, pairs with In general, the conformation adopted by pu-pu pairs
appears to depend on the number of H-bonds formedanions (X-A pairs; Tm range: 45.3C–46.0C) are less sta-
ble than pairs with uncompensated amines (G-A pairs; and on the presence of destabilizing functionalities
(anions and uncompensated amines). When no destabi-Tm range: 46.4C–47.3C). Nucleobase pairs with un-
compensated amines at the 2-position are less stable lizing groups are present, pu-pu pairs can adopt either
the anti-anti or anti-syn conformation if two or threethan nucleobase pairs lacking functional groups at the
2-positions (H-A pairs; Tm range: 50.0C–51.2C). This hydrogen bonds can form. If equivalent destabilizing
functionality is present in anti-anti and anti-syn confor-result is similar to the destabilizing effects of uncompen-
sated amines and anions observed in pu-py pairs. mations, the conformation of a pu-pu pair can be dic-
tated by sequence context (Webster et al., 1990). When
destabilizing groups are present at the H-bonding inter-
Testing Structural Hypotheses face of an in-line (anti-anti) conformation, pu-pu pairs
If anti-anti pu-pu pair destabilization is caused by the will adopt an anti-syn conformation if two H-bonds can
negative charge on X, then we expect to restore duplex be formed and if the destabilizing functionality (anion
stability by replacing X with dX, which has a higher pKa or uncompensated amine) can be shifted into the major
(Seela et al., 1985). Consistent with this expectation, the groove. If a nucleobase pair can form either an anti-anti
Tms of dX-A and dX-dA are higher than the correspond- or an anti-syn pair joined by two H-bonds, as is the case
ing nucleobase pairs X-A and X-dA at pH 7.9 (Tms of for X-A and G-A pairs, but has destabilizing functionality
3.2  1.2C and 2.6  1.3C, respectively). Similarly, the at the H-bonding interface of both the anti-anti and anti-
Tms of P-X and X-P are increased at pH 7.9 when X is syn conformations (anion or uncompensated amine),
replaced by dX (Tms of 5.0  1.5C and 2.9  1.6C, then the anti-anti conformation will be adopted.
respectively).
Duplexes incorporating purine-purine pairs involving
X are also stabilized by reduction of pH, consistent with Discussion
the hypothesis that the negative charge on X destabi-
lizes the duplex. At pH 5.4, where X is expected to be Exploiting the power of modern synthetic organic chem-
istry to prepare artificial genetic systems requires guide-largely protonated, the Tms for A-X, X-A, X-dA, X-D, P-X,
and X-P are higher (Tms of 4.5  1.3C, 5.1  1.1C, lines describing how structural features of possible
novel nucleobases might influence duplex stability. As4.4  1.5C, 2.4  1.4C, 5.2  1.4C, and 1.8  1.2C,
respectively). Interestingly, the Tms for X-G, iG-X, and noted in the introduction, we are seeking to understand
the principal discriminants of stability, while recognizingX-iG do not substantially change when the pH is lowered
(Tms of 0.3  1.1C, 1.0  1.3C, and 0.8  1.7C, that the details of duplex stability will vary with sequence
context and other subtle features of the structural envi-respectively). The lack of Tm increase at pH 5.4 can be
explained by the ability of G-X and iG-X pairs to adopt ronment, as it does with standard nucleobases.
The most noteworthy result here is the degree toa two H-bond anti-syn conformation at pH 7.9. In the
syn conformation, the anion is shifted into the major which simple descriptions of nucleobase structure serve
as predictive tools for the range of synthetic nucleo-groove, where it may be more easily solvated (Figure
7). A-X and D-X pairs on the other hand, cannot adopt bases examined. H-bonding, nucleobase charge, and
the presence of uncompensated amino groups havean anti-syn conformation at pH 7.9 that shifts the anion
into the major groove. impacts that appear to be consistently large, whether
in simple in-line Watson Crick conformations, in wobbleShifting destabilizing functionalities into the major
groove of anti-syn pairs can also be used to solvate size complementary conformations, in py-py pairs, and
in pu-pu pairs, whether in the anti-anti or the anti-synuncompensated amines. For example, G-A and D-H
pairs, in the anti-anti conformation, have an uncompen- conformation. These appear to be more significant than
sequence context and uncompensated carbonyl groups,sated amine at the minor groove. D-H and H-D pairs
however, have higher Tms than the corresponding G-A and other unnatural structural features, such as a car-
bon-carbon glycosidic bond. Within the range of struc-and A-G pairs (Tms of 2.6  1.6C and 1.8  2.3C,
respectively). A difference between these two pu-pu tural and sequence variation examined here, still higher
order concepts and their associated language (such aspairs is that D-H pairs can adopt a syn-anti conformation
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Figure 7. Nearest Neighbor Thermodynamic
Parameters
Obtained by SantaLucia and coworkers for
natural nucleobase pairs (SantaLucia et al.,
1996; Allawi et al., 1997, 1998a, 1998b,
1998c). For internal nucleobase pairs X-Y,
there are 16 possible trimer sequences when
X  Y and there are ten possible trimer se-
quences when X  Y. The trimers are sepa-
rated into three groups based on the compo-
sition of flanking nucleobase pairs. In the
A2T2XY group, the X-Y pair is flanked on both
sides by A-T pairs. In ATGCXY group, the
X-Y pair is flanked on one side by an A-T pair
and on the other side by a G-C pair. In the
G2C2XY group, the X-Y pair is flanked on both
sides by G-C pairs. Average G37 values for
X-Y pairs in each group are represented by
symbols. Error bars indicate the range of
G37 values for X-Y within each group. The
G37 ranges for X-Y pairs (A) pu-py, (B) py-
py, and (C) pu-pu are displayed separately.
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electrostatic charge distribution) do not appear to be H-bonds. However, iG may also adopt the N3-H tauto-
mer, which can form an anti-anti in-line three H-bondnecessary to make basic structural and stability predic-
tions. pair with G. Because these anti-anti and anti-syn confor-
mations of iG-G are each predicted to be very stable,Within a structural category, it also appears that
nucleobase pairs that have similar Tms also adopt similar we cannot use Tms to determine which iG tautomer is
present in iG-G and G-iG pairs. In summary, there isconformations. The clustering of Tm according to confor-
mation strongly implies that relative stability and nucleo- no unambiguous evidence of atypical stability due to
tautomerism in any of the nucleobase pairs examined.base pair conformation are primarily determined by hy-
drogen bonding functionality for pu-py and py-py pairs. Previous studies on nucleobase pair thermodynamics
in natural DNA support our observations of predictableWhile context is undoubtedly important, it appears
that sequence dependence in our duplexes is a lesser relative stabilities and conformations for pu-py and
py-py pairs. SantaLucia and coworkers have obtainedcontributor to nucleobase pair stability compared to
conformation of pu-py and py-py pairs. GT(pair) in Equa- nearest neighbor thermodynamic parameters for all nat-
ural nucleobase pairs (Peyret et al., 1999; SantaLuciation 1 is not identical for a given pair in all sequence
contexts. Yet, we observed only a small sequence de- et al., 1996; Allawi et al., 1997, 1998a, 1998b, 1998c)
(including mismatches) within Watson-Crick DNA du-pendence (average 1.5C) in nucleobase pair stability
by measuring the Tm of many base pairs in two sequence plexes (Figure 7). G37 values for pu-py nucleobase
pairs classified as three H-bond in-line (G-C), twocontexts. Additionally, we examined a large variety of
interactions between different electrostatic charge dis- H-bond in-line (A-T), two H-bond wobble (G-T and A-C),
and one H-bond reverse wobble (A-C) are, in fact, dis-tributions (Hunter et al., 1993) by placing many different
nucleobase pairs in the same sequence context. Al- tinctly separated from each other in all sequence con-
texts when composition of flanking base pairs is takenthough specific nearest neighbor interactions are differ-
ent for each nucleobase pair examined, this variability into account. The A-C pair (pKa 7.2-7.5 [Boulard et al.,
1992, 1995]) was examined at pH 7.0 and G37 wouldis of insufficient magnitude to obscure the clustering of
Tms according to conformation mediated by H-bonding. have probably been even further separated from G37
values for wobble pairs with two H-bonds if measured,However, whether the predictable stabilities found for
nucleobase pairs in this study hold in all sequence con- as in our work, at pH 7.9. G37 values for the two H-bond
py-py wobble pair T-T are always lower than the compa-texts remains to be determined.
The Tm data for pu-pu pairs are not easily correlated rable G37 values for C-C, a py-py pair unable to adopt
either in-line or wobble conformations. The separationwith conformation, as pu-pu pairs can adopt anti-anti
and anti-syn conformations. The existence of multiple between G37 for C-C (pKa 7.0 [Boulard et al., 1997])
and T-T should also increase at higher pH.pu-pu conformations of similar energy confirms that Tm
differences of the magnitude arising from sequence con- The T-C pair, classified in our analysis as an unusual
two H-bond in-line pair with an acceptor-acceptor repul-text variation will be more likely to influence conforma-
tion of pu-pu pairs (Skelly et al., 1993). sive interaction, has sequence context behavior that is
unique among the nucleobase pairs examined by Santa-Our experiments might have been quite difficult to
interpret in the presence of tautomers not depicted in Lucia and coworkers (Allawi et al., 1998c) (Figure 7).
Except for T-C, the stability of all other nucleobase pairsFigure 2. Two of our nucleobases, iC and iG, have been
proposed to exist in alternative energetically accessible increases when the flanking nucleobase pairs are
changed from A-T to G-C pairs. There is very little differ-tautomeric structures. It has been proposed that iC has
an additional imino-oxo tautomer. There is no evidence, ence in the stability of T-C pairs when flanked by either
A-T or G-C pairs. This insensitivity to sequence contexthowever, of unusual stability and, hence, significant iC
tautomerism in any of the pu-py or py-py pairs exam- may be a consequence of the in-line T-C pair conforma-
tion, which has a repulsive H-bond acceptor-acceptorined. Likewise, iG is proposed to exist in at least three
additional tautomers (Roberts et al., 1997; Robinson et interaction (Figure 5). Flanking G-C pairs more rigidly
juxtapose the repulsive acceptor-acceptor interactionsal., 1998; Krishnamurthy et al., 1996). Of the pu-py pairs
examined here, only iG-T and iG-K can potentially form in C-T, offsetting the duplex stability that could other-
wise be gained from flanking G-C pairs.a three H-bond in-line pair with a hypothesized iG tauto-
mer, which should result in an unexpectedly stable pair. Turner and coworkers have done similar thermody-
namic studies (Kierzek et al., 1999) with RNA duplexesiG-T can adopt a reverse wobble conformation with iG
as the N1-H tautomer (as in Figure 2) and an in-line at pH 7.0. These experiments yielded results similar to
the experiments with DNA duplexes.conformation with iG as an O2-H tautomer. Both confor-
mations are observed in a DNA duplex crystal structure While crystallographic and nmr data are sparse with
unnatural nucleobases, data confirm the conformationalcontaining two isolated iG-T pairs (Robinson et al.,
1998). The Tms for iG-T and T-iG are somewhat high for analyses where they are available. The iC-iG pair exists
as an in-line three H-bond pair in an RNA duplex (Chenpairs classified as wobble or reverse wobble, but are
significantly lower than all in-line pairs with three et al., 2001). The iG-T pair is observed in either the
reverse wobble conformation or the in-line conformationH-bonds. An imino-oxo tautomer of iG (Roberts et al.,
1997) is complementary to K. The low Tm of the iG-K pair through tautomerization (Robinson et al., 2001). The
wobble conformation of the iC-D pair has been inferredduplex, however, suggests that this imino-oxo tautomer
is not significantly present. Among the pu-pu pairs, iG-G through relative thermodynamic properties of associa-
tion (Strobel et al., 1994).pairs have quite high Tms. The N1-H tautomer of iG can
adopt a favorable anti-syn conformation with two The stability of complementary nucleobase pairs rela-
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merase studies, however, is that different polymerases
interact with unnatural nucleobases differently (Hor-
lacher et al., 1995), even within an evolutionary class.
Therefore, it is likely that polymerase behavior reflects
more the idiosyncrasies of evolutionary history than un-
derlying features of duplex stability.
Experimental Procedures
Oligonucleotides (5-CACN1ACTTTCTCCT-3 and 5-GGAGAAAGT
N2GTGT-3) containing the following nucleobases at the variable
positions (N1 or N2) were prepared as follows: Oligonucleotides con-
taining iG (Jurczyk et al., 1998), iC (Jurczyk et al., 1998), X (Jurczyk
et al., 2000), and K (Piccirilli et al., 1991) were prepared as described.
Nucleobases A, T, G, C, P, D, dX, dA, B, H, and, were purchased
as phosphoramidites from Glen Research (Virginia) and used ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s instructions. Oligonucleotides were
synthesized by phosphoramidite chemistry on an Expedite 8900
automated DNA synthesizer and then purified (Jurczyk et al., 2000)
by anion exchange HPLC followed by reversed-phase HPLC. TheFigure 8. Comparison of Pairs
purified oligonucleotides were enzymatically digested and the com-Comparison of the Tms of complementary in-line purine-pyrimidine ponent nucleosides were analyzed (Jurczyk et al., 1998, 2000) using(pu-py) pairs (circles) to noncomplementary pu-py wobble and re-
HPLC to verify composition (oligonucleotides containing iG, iC, X,verse wobble pairs (diamonds), py-py (diamonds), and pu-pu (trian-
K) and analyzed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (all oligonucleo-gles) pairs. The number of H-bonds in pu-py in-line pairs is repre-
tides).sented by the following colors: three (red), two (blue), and one
Thermal DNA duplex denaturation experiments with the above(green). pu-py pairs with destabilizing interactions are colored yel-
oligonucleotides at pH 7.9 were done in 0.45 M NaCl, 0.045 M sodiumlow. The dashed line indicates the high Tm barrier for noncomple- citrate, (conditions from Horn et al. [1995]). Each oligonucleotidementary nucleobase pairs.
was present at 1.6 M. Absorbance was monitored at 260 nm over
a range of 10C–80C with a change in temperature of 1C min1 for
five heating and cooling cycles on a Varian Cary 300 (Palo Alto, CA).tive to noncomplementary pairs is a key thermodynamic
Initial heating and cooling cycles were discarded and the Tm wasrequirement for designing an expanded genetic system.
determined by averaging the temperatures of the maximum deriva-Increasing the number of nucleobase pairs in a genetic
tives of each cooling and heating cycle. Thermodynamic parameters
system requires that all possible noncomplementary were estimated using a curve fit method (Marky et al., 1987). Gs
pairs, including pu-py wobble and reverse wobble pairs are reported at 50C (see Supplemental Data online [http://www.
structure.org/cgi/content/full/11/12/1485/DC1]). After measuringand all py-py and pu-pu pairs, confer less stability to a
the melting curves at pH 7.9, the samples were adjusted to pH 5.4duplex than the complementary pairs. Discrimination
by adding three parts of 0.45 M NaCl, 0.045 M citric acid to 17 partsproblems as a result of pu-pu or py-py pairs are not
of the original sample at pH 7.9. Tm measurements were repeatedsignificant in natural DNA duplexes, as all py-py and
at pH 5.4.
pu-pu mismatches possible with standard nucleobases
are less stable than complementary pu-py pairs.
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